Documentary

Short Films

Finished

ABDALA / LAFDAL
ABDALÀ / LAFDAL

By Albert Kuhn

Written by Abdalá Salim Mohamed
Lafdal Med Salm
Cast
Documentary/

Produced by Duel Produccions
Sales Agent Contact producer

A conversation filmed when the tensions between Morroco and
Western Sahara arise again. A partial reflection on the conflict
focused on the legitimacy, or not, of the use of violence.

Pàg 1 de 143

Arabic /

Documentary/

Hassania

10 /

+13 /

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

AGIRRE LEHENDAKARIA
By Francesc Escribano

Written by Maite Ibáñez
Maria Jaén
Cast Daniel Grao
Produced by Minoria Absoluta
Sales Agent Contact producer

Documentary/
Spanish

Agirre Lehendakaria is a documentary directed by Francesc
Escribano. It's part of an EiTB audiovisual project that looks back at
the figure and values of Jose Antonio Agirre, who 80 years ago
was the first president (lehendakari) of the Basque Government.
The documentary's cornerstone is the presence of actor Daniel
Grao who, after receiving the offer to play lehendakari Agirre, sets
off on a search for the character. The documentary accompanies
Grao on his journey exploring the lehendakari's personal and
sentimental geography with the objective of composing a human
portrait of the historic Basque leader and being able to play
him.This is the starting point of the film, an innovative set up that
reinvents documental biography and introduces elements of
fiction.

Pàg 2 de 143

Documentary/

60 /

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

AINHOA
By Carolina Astudillo

Written by Carolina Astudillo
Cast
Produced by Un Capricho de Producciones
Sales Agent Contact producer

A family that films, records and photographs daily life.
Ainhoa, the youngest daughter, decides to start writing what she
does not want to tell anyone in her adolescence. In her diaries of
life, that she preserves until her death, there are many
experiences, stories and letters related to the experience of
women. Ainhoa writes, films and also self-represents.
Ainhoa is an alternative chronicle to the official Spanish history of
the 90's, told from an intimate point of view and based on a real
testimony. The film gives voice to a dissident, marginal and
disenchanted generation in the personal and the political.

Pàg 3 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

70 /

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Castellà i Català

HD /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

ALEXANDRE DEULOFEU: THE HISTORIAN
OF THE FUTURE
ALEXANDRE DEULOFEU: L’HISTORIADOR DEL FUTUR

By Angel Leiro

Written by Francesc Orteu
Cast

Biography/

Produced by Visiona TV

Dolby Stereo/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Alexandre Deulofeu is an extraordinary and totally unknown
character.
Born in a village near Girona in the early 20th century, Deulofeu
was a lonely scholar with a very odd ambition: he wanted to
understand and predict history, to find a mathematical model that
would allow him to imagine the future world.
And most surprisingly, Deulofeu did just that.
Hence, we explore the life, theories and predictions of Alexandre
Deulofeu: a native of Catalonia, a pharmacist by trade, who in the
1950s predicted historic events such as the fall of the USSR and
Germany's hegemony in today's Europe.
His next prophecy, which he wrote at the height of the Franco era:
Catalonia will gain independence in 2029.

Pàg 4 de 143

Documentary/
Colour/

52 /

HDCAM /

General Audiences/
Catalan

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

AMAL
By Liliana Torres, Sofi Escudé

Written by Liliana Torres
Sofi Escudé
Cast
Produced by Boogaloo Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

September of 2015. Reporter Petra Lszlo's tripping up of Osama as
he carried his 7-year-old son across the Hungarian border went
viral instantly and the clip was replayed all over the world. The war
drove Osama and his family to exile forcing them to cross the
border into Turkey where they sought sanctuary in a refugee
camp. There, he formed a football team with other exiled football
players called Amal, “hope” in Arabic. Nowadays Osama is living in
Getafe (Madrid) and works as a football coach. Yet, his dreamcome true is, at the same time, a nightmare, because he is still
separated from his wife and two children and Amal's players are
dispersed throughout Europe, doing what they can to survive.

Pàg 5 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Arabic /

HD /

70 /

Spanish

Dolby Stereo/

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

AMAZONS
AMAZONES

By Alba Sotorra

Written by Alba Sotorra
Cast
Produced by Alba Sotorra

Documentary/

Sales Agent Dogwoof

HD /

Aryan and Boharin are the two commanders of the Women's
Protection Unit, the toughest all-female commando unit fighting
against ISIS in the Syrian countryside. For them, war is the only
path to emancipation from a deeply patriarchal and religious
society. As they launch a military operation to reach the city of
Kobane, we discover the life of women combatants; their
sacrifices, their dreams and their ideals, along the road to Kobane
where they will ultimately arrive as liberators. For these women,
freedom and emancipation comes at a very high price. But as they
say: “It's better to live one day in this freedom than a whole life
enslaved”.

Pàg 6 de 143

Catalan /

Documentary/

75 /

Kurmanji i català

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

ART REBELLION. CARLES FONTSERÈ,
AGAINST THE FLOW
ART I REBEL·LIA. CARLES FONTSERÈ, A CONTRACORRENT

By Albert Abril

Written by Albert Abril
Cast

Documentary/

Documentary/

Produced by Films de l'Orient

Colour/

Catalan

Sales Agent Contact producer

Carles Fontserè was a Catalan artist and the creator of one of the
most internationally famous icons of the Spanish Civil War (19361939). A poster designer, painter, scenery designer, photographer
and all around artist, Fontserè was a controversial figure of
Spanish political exile who often expressed himself through
political incorrectness. He had his opinions on the forces of the
Nazi occupation in Paris, the churches that were set aflame by
Spanish anarchists, the collaborationist regime of Vichy and the
attack on the German city of Dresden, among so many other
events. Exploring his biography is delving into an exciting story
and discovering a gifted artist, faithful to the ideals of freedom. He
speaks to us directly, through camera, breaking all schemata and
helping us to understand much of the history of the 20th century.

Pàg 7 de 143

HD /

60 /

+12/

Digital 5.1/

Documentary

Documentary TV Series

Upcoming

BE FIT BRISTOL FIT
By Sara Gibbings

Written by Sara Gibbings
Cast
Produced by Padi Productions
Sales Agent Contact producer

Documentary series about sport shot in Bristol, UK.

Pàg 8 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

52x11 /

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

English

HD /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

BETWEEN THE WAVE AND THE ROCK
ENTRE LA OLA Y LA ROCA

By Manuel Lógar

Written by Manuel Lógar
Cast
Produced by ESCAC Films

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Digital 5.1/

Shot among the ''percebeiros'', the goose barnacle fishermen of
the Galician coast, during the Christmas holidays, this
documentary focuses on the relationship between man and his
surroundings, between man and the sea.
This piece explores the reality of people living on the edge,
putting their lives at risk in the fragile economic environment
where they live.

Pàg 9 de 143

Documentary/

Colour/

Galician

89 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

BRAIN BEATS
By Andrea Lamount

Written by Andrea Lamount
Cast
Produced by Lukimedia
Sales Agent Contact producer
Musical/
HD /

Music was our first language, pre speech, it is universally common
to all of us. There's something deep inside us that engages with
notes, not words… But how does music affect the brain? Over the
last 5 years, research on music and neuroscience has exploded.
This documentary investigates the latest science to show the
processes behind what we experience and, enabled by new
technology, we'll be finding out how these new findings are being
applied for social benefit and a future where our sonic world
becomes more important. With cutting edge musicians, scientists
and the people they are working with.

Pàg 10 de 143

Documentary/

English

Documentary/

52 /

Colour/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

BUSCANDO A CERVANTES
By Francesc Escribano

Written by Manel Lucas
Maria Jaén
Cast Alberto San Juan
Produced by Minoria Absoluta
Sales Agent Contact producer

Buscando a Cervantes is an innovative docufiction in which the
actor Alberto San Juan approaches Miguel de Cervantes from two
angles: as an interviewer, questioning experts on his life and work,
and playing the role of the great writer, creating a twin narrative
that provides rhythm and interest. Despite being one of the most
celebrated authors in the world, our knowledge of Miguel de
Cervantes' life is riddled with unknowns, making it difficult to draw
up an accurate biography. Buscando a Cervantes aims to shed
some light on these shadowy areas by answering questions such
as: where and when was he born? Was he well-off or did he
struggle financially? What do we know about his personal life? Did
he really have only one arm? Did he want to be a writer? What
made 'El Quijote' successful? Or who wrote 'El Quijote de
Avellaneda'?

Pàg 11 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

52 /

Colour/

Spanish

Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

c*

CAMINS DE FERRO
By Jaume Ginestà

Written by Carles Farriols
Jaume Ginestà
Cast Jaume Amatller
Produced by Produccions El Videocassette
Sales Agent Contact producer

Catalonia's first railway line - Barcelona to Mataró - opened with
great excitement in October 1848. Since then, the railroad system
has not stopped growing or being modified in order to adapt it to
the country's needs. But there is one thing that has not changed
since that first train arrived: the fascination caused by this mode of
transport. This series aims to discover Catalonia's railway history
and characteristics, but also the anecdotes and experiences that
surround each track. The railways bring territories together and,
therefore, their people. They are true ''iron ways'', which contribute
to the country's structure and modify its social and economic
relations.

Pàg 12 de 143

Social/

Documentary/

13x52 /

General Audiences/

Education/
Colour/

Documentary/
HD /

Catalan

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

CASAMANCE: THE SOUNDTRACK OF A
JOURNEY.
CASAMANCE: LA BANDA SONORA D'UN VIATGE.

By Paloma Zapata

Written by Paloma Zapata
Cast Jairo Zavala

Musical/

Produced by La Fábrica Naranja

Digital 5.1/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Wolof

Jairo Zavala, a Spanish singer-songwriter with African and SouthAmerican roots and member of the indie-rock band Calexico, is
invited by Ángel Carmona to participate in a series of radio
interviews. As an omniscient narrator, Carmona's radio voice
strings together Zavala's adventures through Senegal following
the trail of a particular griot: Lamine Konté. On his journey from
Dakar to Casamance, he witnesses the return to the stages of an
''afromandinga'' music band, cast into oblivion 30 years ago, the
Dieuf-Dieul from Thiès. There, he learns about the African music
genres that went to America only to return home, genres such as
soul, rock, rumba, etc., and Casamance's griot mysticism, Land of
Kings, where Zavala seeks inspiration in order to compose the
journey's soundtrack itself.

Pàg 13 de 143

Documentary/
Colour/

HD /

92 /

General Audiences/

English /

Spanish /

French /

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

CEIBA
By Ramiro Pedraza

Written by Ramiro Pedraza
Cast
Produced by Black Factory Cinema
Sales Agent Contact producer

An old man, a water well and a century-old tree. Ceiba is an
invitation to listen with our eyes. A reflection on blindness in lonely
times.

Pàg 14 de 143

Experimental/

Documentary/

B&W/

No dialogue

HD /

8/

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

CONSTRUCTING ALBERT
By Jim Loomis, Laura Collado

Written by Laura Collado
Cast
Produced by Trueday Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

After 29 years of a brilliant career as a cook and despite having
been the co-creator of the spectacular revolution embodied by
elBulli, Albert Adrià is considered “the world most underrated
chef”. When his brother Ferran and partner Juli Soler offered him a
partnership in elBulli, he declined and instead opened a simple
tapas bar in the heart of Barcelona. It seems that despite his
countless opportunities to take the easy path through life, Albert
has always chosen to swim against the tide. Albert has contributed
to an unparalleled culinary revolution. Albert is now building five
very different and creative restaurants… in just one year. Along the
way, perhaps Albert will build himself.

Pàg 15 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

English /

HD /

80 /

Spanish /

General Audiences/
Catalan

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

c*

CUCLI
By Xavier Marrades

Written by Xavier Marrades
Cast
Produced by Xavier Marrades
Sales Agent Marvin & Wayne
Documentary/
Digital 5.1/

Ramon lives with his parents, although he is away most of the
week working as a truck driver. These are long and lonely trips,
until he meets a very special companion that changes everything.
Cucli tells a story about love and companionship after death, and
its transformative effect. A story about how, through memories,
the supernatural can find its way into our mundane lives.

Pàg 16 de 143

Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

15 /

Catalan

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

c*

CYBORGS AMONG US
CYBORGS ENTRE NOSALTRES

By Rafel Duran

Written by Rafel Duran
Cast
Produced by Media 3.14

Documentary/

Sales Agent Java Films

English /

In just a few years, technology will merge with our bodies in
unimaginable ways and push the boundaries of the human,
extending our biological capabilities as a species. While current
medical technology does not fundamentally change human
nature, cyborgs are, by definition, something else: a merging of
man and machine with the goal to go beyond and enhance human
nature. This film explores the ongoing scientific research in
medicine and high technology to assess how close science is to
creating cyborgs.

Pàg 17 de 143

Documentary/

Spanish /

Catalan /

52 /

+13 /

French

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

c*

DAISIES
MARGARITES

By Anna Valentí

Written by Anna Valentí
Cast
Produced by Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Catalan

Who says life cannot be enjoyed when you are sixty years old?
Daisies is a spontaneous portrait of seven women who, once a
year, run away from their routine to spend a great time together in
the mountain. A house without rules or schedules. A call to
freedom, friendship and amusement.

Pàg 18 de 143

HD /

15 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

DALÍ, LACROIX THROUGH THE
OBJECTIVE
DALÍ, LACROIX, MÉS ENLLÀ DE L'OBJECTIU

By Celine Formentin, Antonio Pérez Molero

Written by Celine Formentin
Cast Therese Lacroix

Documentary/

Documentary/

Produced by Inicia Films

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Film collects the memories of Therese Lacroix about the
intellectual and friendly relationship that for more than ten years
she and her husband maintained with Dalí and his wife. This
documentary shows the human side of two historical
figures surrounded by myths.

Pàg 19 de 143

60 /

2D Digital /

General Audiences/
Catalan /

French

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

DANCING WITH DOLLY
By Charbel Bou-Antoun

Written by Charbel Bou-Antoun
Cast Dolly , Ritu Saini , Rupa Saa
Produced by Afilm International Film Workshops
Sales Agent Contact producer

Dancing With Dolly is the story of Dolly, a 15 year old girl who at the
age of 12 was attacked with acid and has come to terms with her
disfigurement with the help of other survivors who also share their
empowering stories.

Pàg 20 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Hindi

HD /

68 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

DESDE QUE BAILAS
By Álvaro Torrelli, Beatriz Osorno

Written by Álvaro Torrelli
Beatriz Osorno
Cast
Produced by ESCAC Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

Documentary/
2D Digital /

Núria and Joan have been together since they were 15 years old.
The traditional roles within their marriage allowed for 30 years of
routine stability. However, launching a family business and
discovering the dance world trigger a radical transformation in
Núria. At the age of 56, Núria looks back and re ects on her past...
she decides to reinvent herself. Joan, sensitive and introvert, feels
more and more distant to the ̈Nuri ̈ of their youth, he misses her.
She is not willing to go back to what once was.

Pàg 21 de 143

Documentary/

Spanish /

Catalan

72 /

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

DREAM SONGS
By Agustí Vila

Written by Enrique Juncosa
Agustí Vila
Cast
Produced by Hippies Dream Songs
Sales Agent Contact producer

Documentary/
Digital 5.1/
French /

A mosaic of imagery and voices recounts the lives of several
hippies who have been living in Ibiza since the 1960s. Their stories
are told in conjunction with those of internationally known artists
and philosophers. Hence, the era is reviewed and reconsidered,
along with the present and future of the ideas that spearheaded
the hippie movement.

Pàg 22 de 143

Documentary/

Colour/
Portuguese

HD /

70 /

English /

General Audiences/
Spanish /

Catalan /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

EL VIATGE DE L'UNAI
By Andoni Canela

Written by Meritxell Margarit
Julio Mazarico
Cast Unai Canela , Amaia Canela , Andoni Canela
Produced by OHM proyectos de implantación
Sales Agent Contact producer

Adventure/

Documentary/

Dolby Stereo/

This is the story of Unai, a 10 year old boy, and his family, who
leave on an extraordinary journey around the world. The father, a
nature photographer, has been given the mission of finding 7
emblematic animals, to photograph them and show the delicate
situation in which they are in. For more than a year, Unai follows in
his footsteps sharing with his mother and his sister some unique
life experiences that convey an unconditional love for nature.
Wolves, elephants, pumas, bison, penguins, hornbills and
crocodiles are the protagonists of an exciting journey that will
take them through all of the continents.

Pàg 23 de 143

Colour/

70 /

HD /

General Audiences/

Spanish /

Catalan

Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

c*

ELS ESPIES NO SÓN EL QUE EREN
By Montserrat Besses

Written by Montserrat Besses
Cast
Produced by Televisió de Catalunya
Sales Agent Contact producer

Every time there is a terrorist attack, the public wonders why it
could not have been avoided. Intelligence services have the
mission to anticipate and prevent threats. This documentary
analyses the jihadist attacks in Europe from March 11th 2004 until
the summer of 2016 and takes a look at the work and the mistakes
made by the intelligence services in Spain, France and Belgium.
Spies are not what they used to be is also a reflection on whether
or not these services are needed, their transparency and how they
adapt to the 21st century world.

Pàg 24 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Catalan

HD /

65 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV Series

Finished

c*

EMERGENCIES
EMERGÈNCIES

By Pol Izquierdo

Written by Pol Izquierdo
Cast
Produced by Televisió de Catalunya

Documentary/

Documentary/

13x40 /

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Catalan

Emergencies is a series about people who risk their lives to save
the lives of others. They are doctors, nurses, fire fighters, police
and other professionals who never know what awaits them when
they go to work. They are chaos managers who operate in a world
of constant uncertainty.
In a matter of seconds they go from 0 to 100, putting order in
disorder, acting as mediators in delicate situations, and saving
lives. But they're not doing it to be heroes, they are just doing their
jobs. Emergencies aims to explain just how they manage that: how
they feel about their work, why they do it, and how it affects them.

Pàg 25 de 143

HD /

+16 /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

EMPATHY
EMPATIA

By Ed Antoja

Written by Ed Antoja
Cast
Produced by La Diferencia

Documentary/

Documentary/

75 /

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Spanish

Ed has been commissioned to make a documentary that will try to
change those habits of society that are detrimental to animals. But
being completely ignorant of the animal-loving culture, he realises
that to carry out the project he must first convince himself. The
process of documentation and filming and the conversations with
Jenny, a vegan friend, will allow him to reflect on his doubts and to
find answers. A series of new precepts that will affect the way he
eats, dresses, consumes and even spends his free time, will clash
with his closest social circles: family, friends and crew. To
overcome this, Ed will use the experiences of five people who
have adopted a lifestyle that's respectful towards animals and the
opinions of several experts on the matter. This is a project that will
change his way of live forever. Or perhaps not?

Pàg 26 de 143

HD /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

EQUALIZER, BEYOND THE LIMITS
EQUALIZER, MÉS ENLLÀ DELS LÍMITS

By Rebecca Snow, Kristian Kähler, Robert Lang, Antonio Pérez
Molero

Written by Allen Booth
Cast PROF. Steve Haake , Dr. Piero Galilea
Produced by Inicia Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

This documentary shows and compares the advances made and
the technologies used in different sport disciplines, and explains
how these have helped to improve the athletes' performance.

Pàg 27 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

56 /

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

English /

HD /

General Audiences/
Catalan

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

ESPANYA EN DUES TRINXERES, LA
GUERRA CIVIL EN COLOR
By Francesc Escribano, Luís Carrizo

Written by Manel Lucas
Cast
Produced by Minoria Absoluta
Sales Agent Contact producer

Espanya en dues trinxeres, la Guerra Civil en color is a featurelength documentary in which, for the first time in Spain, original
archive material from the Spanish Civil War has been digitalised to
4K and coloured to create a unique work that shows the Civil War
as never before: in colour

Pàg 28 de 143

History/
Catalan

Documentary/

100 /

Colour/

Spanish /

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

EUGENIO, WHITE OR BLACK
EUGENIO, BLANC O NEGRE

By Xavir Baig, Jordi Rovira

Written by Jordi Rovira
Òscar Moreno
Cast
Biography/

Produced by REC Produccions
Sales Agent Contact producer

He made millions of people laugh with his jokes. He was Spain's
most famous comedian. He had class, a unique style, money and
success but the loss of his great love and the feeling of guilt that
he carried all his life marked him forever, separating the character
from the person. The light on the stage, the darkness in life. 15
years after his death, we'll know who was the real Eugenio.

Pàg 29 de 143

Colour/

Documentary/

HD /

Spanish /

75 /
Catalan

+7 /

Digital 5.1/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

FAKIRS
By Xavi Domènech

Written by Xavi Domènech
Cast Josep Miret , Antonio Moreno , Jaime Oms
Produced by De Verité Produccions
Sales Agent Contact producer

A portrait of the past, present, and future of a privileged few who
have seen their childhood dream become a reality: to make a
living as a fakir. A show where body and mind control make
unimaginable things possible; where fear and danger become the
fakirs' allies. It's an art of self control and a personal challenge,
facts which will allow fakirism to exist forever.

Pàg 30 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Spanish /

HD /

1x55 /

Catalan

Dolby Stereo/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

FANTASIA BY ESCRIBÀ
By Xavier Atance

Written by Ferran Padilla
Cast
Produced by Benecé Produccions, S.L.
Sales Agent Contact producer

Christian Escribà is an excellent multidisciplinary and global
creative who uses the language of baking to express himself.
Liberating creativity was a fundamental characteristic of Antoni
Escribà's work, as it still is for his son, Christian.
Christian Escribà has always tried to honour his father in the way
he would have liked; with international and courageous projects
that break the mold.
This documentary explains the story of one of these emblematic
projects: ''Fantasia by Escribà''. A world of chocolate, sweets and a
show that will take Christian and his team to Singapore to live an
exciting and different adventure. A creation never seen before in
the pastry making world.

Pàg 31 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Catalan

HD /

70 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

FRAGILE
FRÀGILS

By Oriol Gispert, Amanda Sans, Lluís Jené

Written by Lluís Jené
Amanda Sans
Oriol Gispert
Cast

Documentary/

Documentary/

Produced by La Lupa Produccions

Colour/

English /

Sales Agent Contact producer

In 2005 and 2006 we filmed the birth and first year of life of 4 girls
on 4 different continents. What they all had in common was the
fragile condition of their extreme poverty. Secret was born in
Liberia, Noelia in Bolivia, Alaishri in India and Daniela, the daughter
of an undocumented immigrant, in Sweden. Now, 10 years later,
we have returned to see what their lives are like and to find out
about the circumstances of their respective families and countries.
Will they have managed to leave behind the difficulties into which
they were born?

Pàg 32 de 143

HD /

65 /

Spanish /

General Audiences/
Catalan /

French

Documentary

Transmedia

Finished

GÁLIBO
By Raquel Pagès, Natàlia Morales, Agnès Olivé

Written by Raquel Pagès
Natàlia Morales
Agnès Olivé
Cast
Produced by Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Sales Agent Contact producer

Gálibo is an interactive documentary that goes inside the
everyday “on the road” lives of five truckers to show the most
human side of their job. Taking their loneliness as the main idea,
the webdoc offers an immersive experience based on the
navigation and the exploration of five truck cabs and the
connections between them, showing both the distinctive features
of each trucker and their similarities: the family, the
communication, the meals and the breaks.

Pàg 33 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Spanish

HD /

30 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

GEZURRA, A STORY OF WITCHES
GEZURRA, UNA HISTORIA DE BRUJAS

By Eduardo Pèlach Alonso

Written by Eduardo Pèlach Alonso
Maria Grau Piché
Cast
Produced by Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Sales Agent Contact producer

Zugarramurdi, Navarre. Dozens of people are burned alive
accused by the Spanish Inquisition of something called witchcraft.
But actually, what is witchcraft about? In fact, did it really exist?
Although this happened centuries ago, has anything changed in
our society's power spheres since then?

Pàg 34 de 143

Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Spanish

HD /

16 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV Series

Upcoming

GHOST TOWNS
CIUTATS FANTASMA

By Sara Gibbings

Written by Sara Gibbings
Cast
Produced by Padi Productions

Documentary/

Documentary/

4x60 /

Sales Agent Java Films

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

English

With the global population surpassing 7 billion you might think
there are no uninhabited places left on earth but you would be
wrong.
From the snowy fjords of Scandinavia to the steamy jungles of
South- East Asia, villages, towns and entire cities have been
abandoned - sometimes overnight- never to be lived in again.
In this series we travel to the far corners of the earth, exploring the
ghost town phenomena. Are any of the ghost towns being revived
or will they forever remain monuments to a dark and mysterious
past? Which towns of today could be the ghost towns of
tomorrow? We speak to experts to get the facts and to locals to
get a sense of the mystery.
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HD /

+16 /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

GIGANTES DESCALZOS
By Álvaro Priante, Iván Roiz

Written by Álvaro Priante
Iván Roiz
Cast Sergio Ramírez Zúñiga , Alfredo Martínez , Edgar Guzmán
Produced by MM4 Producciones
Sales Agent Contact producer

In the valleys of the triqui region lives a group of indigenous kids
that have been wining basketball championships all over the
world, occupying minutes in the TV news and becoming the hope
for his people.
It was after an unexpected meeting with the triquis children, when
Professor Sergio felt the need of helping such a marginalized and
forgotten society. After 4 years, he came back to the region as
head coach and ideologist of this development program.
In this documentary the protagonists reflect about the
establishment of this basketball program as a way of integral
development for this community and its consequences.
The film is a journey from the triquis' villages in Oaxaca to the
Barcelona Basketball Cup in which we face the hard living
conditions of the region, the unfair cultural traditions with women,
the long training sessions, the study nights; all of it overcome with
effort, union and motivation.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

65 /

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Spanish

HD /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

GOODBYE GRINGO
By Pere Marzo

Written by Raul M. Candela
Pere Marzo
Cast
Produced by Colibrí Studio
Sales Agent Contact producer

There was a time when it was customary to see a cowboy riding a
horse through the streets of Esplugues de Llobregat, Spain. It was
during the 60's when Barcelona had its own a “Little Hollywood”
just at the gates of the city: the Balcázar film studios, with their
popular Western Village film set known as “Esplugas City”.
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History/

Documentary/

Documentary/

60 /

Colour/

Spanish /

HD /

Spaghetti Western/

General Audiences/
Catalan /

Digital 5.1/

Italian

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

HEART OF THE MOUNTAIN PINE
EL COR DEL PI NEGRE

By Jaume Pujadas

Written by Jaume Pujadas
Cast Sirag Nabih
Produced by Mallerich Films Paco Poch

Experimental/

Sales Agent Contact producer

HD /

Heart of the Mountain Pine is a film that pays tribute to a filmmaker
virtually unknown to the audience: Llorenç Llobet-Gràcia. His
abundant and widely recognised work as an amateur director, as
well as his only professional film, Vida en Sombras (1948), unfold a
universe ruled by cinema understood as a life passion. His
biography confirms the same idea. Our aim is not to illustrate,
comment or give an account of Llorenç Llobet's life and work, but
to recapture his spirit: his love for cinema and the consequences
of obsession as a life force. Heart of the Mountain Pine is a search,
the wandering of a character who, moved by the images he has
seen in Llobet's films, discovers the cinematic and personal
landscape of the Catalan filmmaker. This quest is just an excuse to
build his own universe, with its spaces and its characters.
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Catalan

Documentary/

78 /

Dolby Stereo/

B&W/

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

HEIDI
By Fatema Abdoolcarim

Written by Fatema Abdoolcarim
Cast
Produced by Black Factory Cinema
Sales Agent Contact producer
Experimental/
Colour/

A novice filmmaker befriends a young Cuban girl on the cusp of
womanhood. Fascinated by her expression of innocent girlhood
pleasure - a pleasure that the filmmaker thinks she herself
has outgrown - she attempts to make a film to capture it.
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HD /

Documentary/
English /

7/

Spanish

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

HEREDEROS DE LA BESTIA
By Diego López, David Pizarro

Written by Diego López
David Pizarro
Cast
Produced by Areavisual
Sales Agent Contact producer

Herederos de la bestia is a documentary based on the testimony of
various personalities directly related to Alex de la Iglesia's film, but
also of other essential figures of our cinema, photographs and
archive images. The intention is to reclaim one of the key works in
contemporary Spanish fantastic cinema, ''El día de la Bestia'',
whose far-reaching shadow stretches to our days due to the
influence it exercises on various filmmakers.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

80 /

Colour/

Spanish

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

I CAN’T GO HOME
NO PUC TORNAR A CASA

By Jordi Vilar

Written by Jordi Vilar
Cast
Produced by Ottokar editora audiovisual

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Catalan

I can't go home is travel and a portrait of a social situation. The
journey of people seeking refuge in Spain and the political
situation of defenselessness which in many cases are forced
because of the restrictive policy of the Spanish government in
relation to political refugees.
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HD /

52 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

I WANT SEX TOO
JO TAMBÉ VULL SEXE

By Montse Armengou, Ricard Belis

Written by Montse Armengou
Ricard Belis
Cast
Documentary/

Produced by Televisió de Catalunya
Sales Agent Contact producer

Jesús has discovered sex thanks to a sex assistant. Affected by a
congenital malformation, his body is not what is considered a
''desirable body''. In Xavi's case, an accident left him in a situation
where he can't access his own body. The claim of people with
disabilities to full sexual rights is arriving with force to Spain, a
country where people with disabilities live situations as degrading
as sex being prohibited in the residential care centers where they
live. It has been the caregivers, sensitive to the needs of this
group, which have nurtured the first batch of sex assistants in our
home, a figure that already exists in other countries, even
subsidized by the state.
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Catalan

Documentary/

60 /

+13 /

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

IDRISSA, CHRONICLE OF AN ORDINARY
DEATH
IDRISSA, CRÒNICA D'UNA MORT QUALSEVOL

By Xapo Ortega, Xavier Artigas

Written by Laia Manresa
Cast

Documentary/

Produced by Metromuster

Colour/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Having dismissed the case of Idrissa Diallo, the Spanish justice
system denies any possibility of investigating why this 21-year-old
Guinean man died in the migrant detention center of Barcelona,
blocking all access to his police file. We don't have a single photo
of him. We don't know where his body was buried.
Has anybody been in touch with his family? His identity erased, yet
another victim of police impunity in Spain, Idrissa's return journey
will be an angry, collective cry, articulated by the voices silenced
by an ongoing colonial system, and aimed at a Europe that finds
itself in its worst wave of racism for 60 years.
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Documentary/

HDCAM /

Spanish /

+13 /

Dolby Digital/

Catalan /

French

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

IN LOCO PARENTIS
By Neasa Ní Chianáin, David Rane

Written by Neasa Ní Chianáin
David Rane
Cast
Produced by Gris Medio
Sales Agent Contact producer

Documentary/
English /

John and Amanda teach Latin and Maths and English and Electric
Guitar at a fantastical stately home turned school – previously the
country seat of the eccentric Lord Headfort. A career of nearly
fifty years is drawing to a close for the teachers who have become
legends with the mantra: reading! rithmetic! rock n roll! .... but for
pupil and teacher alike, leaving is the hardest lesson to learn.
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Documentary/

Spanish /

Irish

90 /

+12/

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WORLD
EN MEDIO DEL MUNDO

By Josep Pujol

Written by Josep Pujol
Cast
Produced by Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

B&W/

After a few years without contact, two old friends are reunited to
catch up. In the meeting, Roger confesses being a member of
Opus Dei, and Josep tries to discover if this was the cause of his
estrangement, as well as to know what is the current lifestyle and
ideology of his best childhood friend.
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HD /

Documentary/
Spanish

22 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

IN THE SAME BOAT
DINS LA MATEIXA NAU

By Rudy Gnutti

Written by Rudy Gnutti
Cast
Produced by Films 59

Social/

Sales Agent Journeyman Pictures LTd

Digital 5.1/
French /

In the same boat is based on the analysis of a surprising, and
scacerly studied, economic paradox: technological
unemployment, to finally self-critically analyze the contradictions
of modern society. Unemployment is spreading across a globalist
planet like an epidemic, even in emerging economies. While all
our efforts were focused on creating more jobs, paradoxically,
technology offers us the unique opportunity to work less and less.
There is a significant body of thinking that proposes a more
rational sharing of jobs, profits and resources,without destroying
the system.
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Documentary/
Colour/
Italian

80 /

HD /

General Audiences/

English /

Spanish /

Catalan /

Documentary

Documentary TV Series

Finished

c*

INVISIBLES
By Xavier Satorra Larriba

Written by Xavier Satorra Larriba
Cast Mohamad Bitari , Bakri Bouchi , Mireille Al Farah
Produced by The Visual Suspects
Sales Agent Contact producer
Series/

Documentary/

Dolby Stereo/

A social transmedia documentary project about refugee and
migrant people based in Barcelona. The first episode of the TV
series focuses on three Syrians explaining their experiences of
war and how it changed their lives. Nobel Peace Prize 2015, Ahmed
Galai, explains the case of the Arab Springs and Human Rights,
and what is going on in Syria. Mohamad, Bakri and Mireille, using
different points of view, recount their dramas and desires.
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Colour/

13x25 /
B&W/

General Audiences/
HDTV /

Catalan

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

IS NOT THAT COLD, SIBERIA
NO ÉS TAN FREDA SIBERIA

By Isabel Coixet

Written by Isabel Coixet
Cast
Produced by Miss Wasabi Films

Biography/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Why would someone offer all his memories to a complete
stranger?
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Documentary/

2D Digital /

20 /

Spanish

+7 /

Digital 5.1/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

JARABE CONTRA EL CÁNCER
By Albert Solé

Written by Albert Solé
Cast
Produced by Minimal Films
Sales Agent Contact producer
Social/

Documentary/

Dolby Stereo/

The rock star Pau Donés (Jarabe de Palo) has advanced cancer,
but he is confronting the disease with humour and in a positive
light so as not to overdramatise it. We will come to understand the
complex world of the battle against cancer as seen through his
eyes and innermost thoughts, as well as those of the other
patients, doctors and nurses he meets along the way.
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Colour/

55 /

General Audiences/

HD /

Spanish /

Catalan

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

JOAN MANÉN. VARIACIONS SENSE TEMA
By Jaime Ballada Larrasa, Daniel Torres Vergé

Written by Jaime Ballada Larrasa
Daniel Torres Vergé
Cast ORQUESTRA OBC , MARIA VICTÒRIA BRUNET MANÉN ,
MARIA ASUNCIÓN GUARDIA
Produced by Marcial Audiovisual SCP
Sales Agent Contact producer

Joan Manén (Barcelona 1883-1971) was considered the world's
best violinist during the first half of the 20th century. He was a selfmade violinist; he did not belong to any school nor was he
instructed by any of the great masters of the time. 45 years after
his death, his name is barely known. In 2011, a group of musicians
started the Joan Manén Association. This documentary is the
result of following their steps during four years, as they tried to
reclaim the legacy of this great forgotten figure through the
dissemination of his work, the search for missing scores, the
restoration of his instruments, by organising concerts, etc.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Catalan

HD /

90 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

JOSÉ PADILLA, THE GIFT
JOSÉ PADILLA O EL DON

By Marta Figueras

Written by Merce Clasca
Eugenia Montero
Cast
Musical/

Produced by Promarfi Futuro 2010
Sales Agent Contact producer

No one knows the life of Padilla, but everyone knows his songs.
With this documentary we intend to approach the preeminent
figure of this Almeria's musician, not only from his fascinating
biography, which is by itself a particular portrait of the twentieth
century, but from the aspect of the artist that has drawn us more:
his ability to connect with the sound of each city, with what people
wanted to hear, and to compose the ''hit'' that will survive over
time.
Some of Padilla's hits include: “La Violetera”, “El Relicario”, “El Taita
del Arrabal”, “Princesita”, “Estudiantina Portuguesa”, “Valencia”, “Ça
c'estParís” as well as more than 40 recordings of his music, made
at different times and also present day ones too. Together, these
will make up the soundtrack of the film.
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HD /

Documentary/

Spanish

90 /

Dolby Digital/

Colour/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

L'AMATORE (THE AMATEUR)
L'AMATORE

By Maria Mauti

Written by Maria Mauti
Cast Piero Portaluppi
Produced by Zucre Films

Documentary/

Sales Agent Nexo Digital

Digital 5.1/
Italian

The film L'Amatore (the Amateur) is a journey through the intimacy
of a well-known architect, Piero Portaluppi - who worked during
the twenty years of fascism - made via the discovery of his work in
the present and through his film journals; unreleased 16 mm
archives shot and edited by the architect himself.
A charming and powerful man, Portaluppi lived through this
magnificent and tragic era with indifference and irony, without
restraints and by creating beauty. Meanwhile, history relentlessly
marched on in step with the events of the time.
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Documentary/

Colour/

B&W/

94 /
16mm /

+12/
HD /

Dolby Stereo/
2D Digital /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

LA CHANA
By Lucija Stojevic

Written by Lucija Stojevic
Cast
Produced by Noon Films
Sales Agent Cat&Docs

The feature documentary La Chana puts us inside the mind and
shoes of Antonia Santiago Amador, known as La Chana, a talented
Gypsy flamenco dancer, as she returns to the stage to give a final
performance after a 30-year break. Along the way, La Chana
reveals the secret behind her disappearance while still at the
height of her career.
In this dramatic story about the process and power of creation,
about aging, perseverance and re-invention, La Chana describes
the inevitable clashes between the extremes and contradictions of
her life; between the artist on stage and the woman behind the
scenes.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Spanish

HD /

90 /

Dolby Digital/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

LA SENIA, PARADISE LOST
LA SÈNIA, EL PARADÍS PERDUT

By Xavi Llopart

Written by Xavi Llopart
Cast
Produced by The End Produccions Audiovisuals

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Catalan

La Senia, Paradise Lost is a documentary where businessmen,
shopkeepers and workers speak plainly, with self critique, about
their lives in La Senia before the recession and what it is like today.
The main characters of this film are people who love their town,
people who have lived or live very close to hell and yet never lose
hope.
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HD /

60 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

LA VÍCTOR
By Francesc Escribano

Written by Silvia Soler
Cast Míriam Iscla
Produced by Minoria Absoluta
Sales Agent Contact producer
Documentary/

Actress Míriam Iscla is asked to play the part of Víctor Català, of
whom she knows two things: that she was a woman and that she
wrote. To find out more information to help her flesh out the
character, Míriam sets off on a journey that will see her
interviewing experts on the thinking and work of the writer from
the Catalan region of Empordà.
In this way, the documentary will reconstruct the enigmatic
character of this woman, Caterina Albert, who had to hide behind a
male name, Víctor Català. She was a pioneer who, perhaps without
realising it, forged a path for all women wanting to follow a career
in writing.
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Documentary/

52 /

Colour/

Catalan

Documentary

Transmedia

Finished

LA VAMPIRA DEL RAVAL
By Jimena Tormo

Written by Bruno Crocianelli
Jimena Tormo
Carolina Mella
Cast
Produced by UAB - Màster en Teoria i Pràctica del Documental
Creatiu
Sales Agent Contact producer

Documentary/

Documentary/

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Sephardic Spanish

La Vampira del Raval is the first 360-degree interactive short
documentary from the UAB's Master's Degree in Theory and
Practice of Creative Documentary Making, and one of the first in
Latin America.
La Vampira del Raval reconstructs the encounters between
Adelardo Fernández Arias, a notorious journalist of the era known
as “the Goblin of the Collegiate Church”, and Enriqueta Martí,
nicknamed “The Vampire of the Suburb”, the woman who was
accused of kidnapping, sexual exploiting and murdering minors at
the beginning of the 20th century.
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12 /

HDCAM /

General Audiences/
English /

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

LAND OF EDOM
TERRA D'EDOM

By Ignasi P. Ferré

Written by David Cuscó
Cast
Produced by Udol de Llop

History/

Sales Agent Contact producer

General Audiences/

During the summer of 1391, thousands of assailants burst into the
vast majority of Jewish neighbourhoods found within the many
towns of the Catalan kingdom. Incited by religious hate, and
discontent with the king and the noblemen, rioters murdered
hundreds of people and forced the rest to convert to Catholicism.
These killings and conversions meant the end of a period of
coexistence between Jews and Christians that had begun almost a
thousand years earlier, as there had been Jews in Catalonia even
before someone could name Catalonia itself. The story that we
will explain is the history of a community that was condemned to
disappear and of a society that has never been the same again.
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Education/

Documentary/
Colour/

HD /

55 /
Spanish /

Catalan

Documentary

Short Films
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LAS NUCAS NOS PESAN
By Adrián Erre

Written by Adrián Erre
Cast
Produced by Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Sales Agent Contact producer

Do you check your phone texts in the subway often? What is the
difference between your neck and a flamingo's one? Have you
ever run into someone while you were watching the news instead
of the street? Did you know that for every kilo of coltan, three
children die in mine extraction? How long does it take you to
answer a message? Do you consider yourself a slave of your
image on Facebook? Did you know that your mobile phone is
mainly made of coltan? Does your back hurt? Maybe you don't
have time to think… or maybe you don't want it.
A tragicomic documentary which exposes the contingencies of
having a mobile phone.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Spanish

HD /

10 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

LEO TO LIFE
LEO A LA VIDA

By Julio Suárez

Written by Julio Suárez i Sebas Parra
Cast
Produced by LGC Films

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Digital 5.1/

Leo to Life is a documentary about the work of Leonela Relys:
Cuban teacher, Doctor of Pedagogy and international literacy
advocate. Leo is the creator of the literacy method ''Yo, si puedo'',
with which more than twenty million people around the world
have been taught to read and write. The documentary wants to
analyse the keys of illiteracy, its direct relationship with poverty,
and to investigate the political illiteracy that affects more than
80% of the world's population.
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Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

80 /

Spanish

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

LES 7 VIDES D'EDUARD TODA
By Ramon Masip Bastida, Manel Vinuesa, Toni Orensanz

Written by Toni Orensanz
Cast
Produced by Videoproducions Mabs SLU
Sales Agent Contact producer
Biography/
Catalan

A biographical journey about Eduard Toda, an important figure in
Catalonia in the late 19th century and early 20th century. A man
unjustly forgotten despite being the first Spanish Egyptologist; a
traveler and adventurer, a successful businessman in London, a
philanthropist, the discoverer of Alghero and the restorer of the
Poblet Monastery in Catalonia.
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Documentary/

60 /

+16 /

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

ELS NENS DE LA JUNGLA

By Santi Suárez

Written by Santi Suárez
Cast
Produced by Un Capricho de Producciones
Sales Agent Contact producer

Under the Franco dictatorship, a small group of teachers and
parents launch a groundbreaking educational initiative.
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History/

Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

Spanish /

52 /

General Audiences/

Catalan

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

LUIS & I
By Dani Resines, Roger Gómez

Written by Dani Resines
Roger Gómez
Cast
Produced by Elcangrejo
Sales Agent Contact producer

Biography/

Experimental/

General Audiences/
HD /

A love story between a clown about to retire and a young
secretary who leaves Liverpool to become an actress in Italy. On
the road, she meets a man who works as a human cannonball and
she decides to stay at the circus, thinking that staying on at a
travelling circus is somehow contradictory.
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Super 8 /

Documentary/

Dolby Stereo/

English

Colour/

20 /
16mm /

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

MAGALUF
By Miguel Ángel Blanca, Raúl Cuevas

Written by Miguel Ángel Blanca
Cast
Produced by Boogaloo Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

Thousands of English tourists invade the streets of Magaluf every
summer, eroding public spaces and transforming the city into a
theme park where absolutely anything goes, generating annually
more than 1.5 million Euros for the service industry sector. There is
no law in Magaluf. It is just an irrational low cost vacation resort,
where the all-included wristbands and the open bars make family
businesses impossible, favouring big hotel lobbies that control the
area under the gaze of the all-too-permissive Mallorca politicians.
Meanwhile, Magaluf's locals try to live with a tourism model that
feels more like an invasion, the consequences of which affect
daily life all year round, even after the high season months.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

English /

HD /

70 /

Spanish /

Dolby Stereo/
Catalan

Documentary

Documentary TV
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c*

MALARIA, THE BEGINNING OF THE END
MALÀRIA, EL PRINCIPI DE LA FI

By Mònica López Ferrado

Written by Mònica López Ferrado
Cast
Produced by Media 3.14

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

English /

Every minute, malaria kills over 100 people, 95% of its victims are
children. Now, an international team is preparing to make a giant
leap towards the total eradication of the disease. In Magude, a
district of Mozambique's capital Maputo, an army of scientists,
field workers and local leaders has come together to eliminate
malaria from the area, populated by over 60.000 people. If they
win the battle, it will be the beginning of the end. They will have
found the formula which the World Health Organization will then
apply to eradicate the disease world-wide.
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Documentary/

Spanish /

Catalan /

52 /

+12/

French

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

MANTRA - SOUNDS INTO SILENCE
MANTRA -SONS A SILENCI

By Georgia Wyss

Written by Georgia Wyss
Cast
Produced by Tengotwo

Musical/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Digital 5.1/

Through the eyes (and ears) of ordinary people who are finding
healing and a sense of inner peace by singing together, Mantra –
Sounds into Silence explores the new music and social
phenomenon of chanting. It also features the musical artists who
are the focus of this ever-growing movement.
It's a film about spirituality not religion, it's about people
reconnecting with their true selves and finding meaning in their
lives. For instance, Caren, who, since experiencing difficulties in
her childhood, has often struggled emotionally. For her, chanting
is not only a pleasure; it is also deeply therapeutic, and we will
accompany her, and others, as they dive deeper into the world of
mantras.
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Documentary/
Colour/

HD /

89 /

General Audiences/

English

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

MARATHON
MARATONIANS

By Marta Arrufat

Written by Marta Arrufat
Cast
Produced by Televisió de Catalunya

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Catalan

Marathon is more than a television programme. After 25 years, it
has crossed normality's borders to become a social phenomenon.
The documentary Marathon explores what the programme is
through the testimonies of six people who became some of its
protagonists. Marathon has impacted their lives and they will
explain why. When they participated in the programme they knew
that medical research may not be able to help them, but like them,
Marathon looks towards the future, so future generations may
have access to a cure for those illnesses that today are incurable.
We'll also be joined by presenters, musicians, artists, doctors,
researchers and volunteers. All of them are in part responsible for
what the programme Marathon currently represents.
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HD /

60 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

MARIHUANA. ENTRE EL VERÍ I EL FÀRMAC
By Jaume Ginestà

Written by Jaume Ginestà
Gerard Franch
Cast
Produced by Produccions El Videocassette
Sales Agent Contact producer

Spain leads the scientific research on cannabinoids. In Madrid, for
example, plant compounds have shown to have an antitumoural
effect in breast cancer. And in Barcelona, cannabinoids have
proved effective in the fight against Alzheimer's. But all these
investigations stumble again and again over the same rock: not
managing to reach human clinical trials, the last stage before
becoming a drug. In addition to the perennial economic problem,
in this case there is another obstacle: Marijuana is still officially a
dangerous drug and its use is restricted by international law. And
meanwhile, what can patients do?
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Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Catalana

HD /

62 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

c*

MEDIATION
MEDIACIÓ

By Josep Rovira

Written by Josep Rovira
Cast
Produced by Televisió de Catalunya

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Catalan

Mediationis making its way into Catalan society as a new way of
resolving disputes without having to go to court or involve the
authorities. Its preferred areas of activity are family - divorce cases
are the most prominent - but also school, business,
neighbourhoods and communities. However, this tool is not yet
well known and is not being implemented as it should be. The
documentary Mediation will allow viewers to see some of this
strategy's key moments; two women fighting; a family accusing
each other of violence whose case has reached the court house;
and a couple arguing over child custody. The mediation is led by a
team of professionals who work halfway between psychology,
law, and foster caring, amongst others. But if mediation is so
beneficial, why hasn't it worked here like in other countries? The
documentary concludes with a comparison with Mexico, a country
where mediation is integrated within the judicial system and is
preferred by society because of its solvency, speed and cost
saving benefits.
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HD /

56 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

METAMORPHOSIS
By Manuel Pérez Cáceres

Written by Carles Vidal
Manuel Pérez
Cast
Produced by Cornelius Films
Sales Agent Feelsales

In June 2014, the political platform Guanyem Barcelona introduced
itself to the people. Its intention of organizing a shared space for
social movement, local and residential pressure groups and
political action with a view to winning municipal power has
generated unprecedented enthusiasm.
This is the story of an irreversible change seen through the eyes
of one of so many invisible citizens, Laia.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Catalan

HD /

108 /

+12/

Digital 5.1/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

MIGRALAND
By Salvador Sunyer

Written by Salvador Sunyer
Cast
Produced by Nanouk Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

Àlex Rigola, a Biennale di Venezia theater director, offers a unique
scenic experiment in the village with the highest immigration rate
in Spain. 14 characters from Salt, a place beaten by the crisis, go on
a journey that will put the audience in their shoes.
Based on Ulysses' journey, Migraland is a documentary that
explains how one half of a village was able to understand the
other half thanks to an atypical play.
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Social/

Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

Catalan

43 /

+16 /

Ultra Stereo/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

MIQUEL PORTER I MOIX: LA REPÚBLICA
DE LA LLIBERTAT I EL BON HUMOR
By Anastasi Rinos Martí

Written by Tariq Porter
Anastasi Rinos Martí
Cast
Produced by Mallerich Films Paco Poch

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Digital 5.1/

Documentary about a key figure in the recent history of Catalonia,
the teacher, historian, critic, musician and humanist Miquel Porter
Moix, portrayed in the framework of a space that represents much
of the work and philosophy of Porter: the university.
Each space in the central headquarters of the University of
Barcelona represents the facets of his figure and, above all, what
always moved him: the love of people.
His beginnings in the family business as a bookseller, his cultural
contribution as co-founder of Els Setze Jutges and Teatre Viu or
the Catalan Cinematographic Coordinator, his work as a film
historian and teacher, his political contribution, his family life ...
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Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

55 /

Catalana

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

MIRÓ, L'ASSASSÍ DE LA PINTURA
By Albert Solé

Written by Albert Solé
Cast
Produced by Minimal Films
Sales Agent Contact producer
Biography/

Documentary/

Dolby Stereo/
Catalan

The brilliant side of Joan Miró is well known to us, but the truth is
that he was tormented by the idea of losing his ability to provoke.
He had a sometimes destructive personality. As his grandson, Joan
Punyet, states: ''Miró could be a treasure by day, but also a
monster by night''. This documentary aims to provide a new
perspective on the character and work of this genius, focusing on
the lesser known aspects of his personal universe.
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Colour/

80 /

HD /

General Audiences/

English /

Spanish /

Documentary

Documentary TV Series

Finished

MORT A LLEÓ
By Justin Webster

Written by Justin Webster
Enrich Bach
Cast
Produced by Justin Webster Productions
Sales Agent Contact producer

Documentary/
Spanish

At 5 pm on May 12th, 2014, Isabel Carrasco, president of the
Provincial Government and the Popular Party in Leon, left home.
She crossed the park, walked alone toward the party
headquarters and was shot dead in broad daylight. The crime
shocked Spain. It looked like it was politically-motivated, a
syndrome of the social unrest provoked by the acute financial
crisis the country had suffered for several years. But the first twist
came within hours. Reports confirmed that two women, a mother
and a daughter aged 55 and 36, had been arrested and accused of
assassinating Carrasco. Both were members of the governing
Popular Party. The next day a third woman, a local policewoman
who was friends with the daughter, handed over the murder
weapon, while also denying her involvement in the incident.
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Documentary/

4x60 /

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

MY NEIGHBORHOOD'S TEAM
L'EQUIP DEL MEU BARRI

By Rafa de los Arcos

Written by Rafa de los Arcos
Cast
Produced by Boogaloo Films

Social/

Sales Agent Contact producer

HD /

Ceares is a small neighborhood football team with 70 years of
history behind it. Four seasons ago, the club was the dying victim
of debts and neglect, until 4 friends of the club with zero
experience decided to take the reins.
Today, four years later, the team is enjoying a golden age. The
atmosphere at La Cruz Stadium is the envy of every team in the
category, and despite its humble resources, the club attracts
quality players each year.
Yet it's not all fun and games at Ceares. Being the most humble
team in the category also entails a bitter struggle against the
elements to stay afloat. A story of survival in the millionaire
football era.
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Documentary/
Spanish

80 /

General Audiences/

Colour/

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

NOT FOR ITS SINGING
NO POR SU CANTE

By Alba Gómez

Written by Alba Gómez
Pablo Ángel Candel
Eric Berman
Mar Margarit
Cast
Produced by Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Sales Agent Contact producer

The passion for a hobby can define our life style. Hunting,
breeding, singing birds and contests are the daily life of our
protagonists, the ''silvestristas''. The fascination with this universe
is fantastically portrayed, framed in Barcelona's outskirts.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Spanish

HD /

13 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

NOTES FOR A HEIST FILM
ANOTACIÓ PER A UNA PEL·LÍCULA D'ATRACAMENTS

By León Siminiani

Written by León Siminiani
Cast
Produced by Pandora Cinema

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Digital 5.1/

In August 2013 a gang of thieves was accused of seven bank
robberies committed from 2010 onwards. The men committed the
crimes masked and sporting the Rayo Vallecano football team's
jerseys. Their arrest happened during one of worst moments of
the economic crisis. The bank was being rejected as a reputable
institution and the gang's leader was dubbed the “Robin Hood of
Vallecas”. It's impossible to imagine a better story for a film noir; a
story that is also a reflection of society. At least that's what León
Siminiani believes. A half documentary filmmaker, half film
professor, who has always dreamed of making a heist movie and
feels that this is his chance.
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Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

85 /

English /

General Audiences/
Spanish

Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

NUDE
NUES

By Susanna Barranco

Written by Susanna Barranco
Cast
Produced by Cia. Susanna Barranco

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Català, Castellà, Anglès, Neerlandès

Nude is a documentary project that digs deep into gender issues,
reflecting on the role of women in a field as broad and ambiguous
as prostitution, using a raw, intimate and delicate point of view
taken from testimonies that break their silence to honestly show
themselves.
This is a group that demands their rights as sex workers while
living in a dual society, one that accesses their services but turns
its back on them.
From Barcelona, one of the meccas of illegal prostitution in
Europe, we will travel to the city of Amsterdam to observe the
workings of a regulated sector with the objective of answering the
questions posed by this global phenomenon.
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HD /

60 /

+12/

Dolby Stereo/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

OUT OF DARKNESS. KIGALI, SARAJEVO,
BEIRUT, MEDELLIN
CIUTATS A CONTRALLUM

By Francesc Relea

Written by Francesc Relea
Cast

Documentary/

Documentary/

Produced by What's Up Doc

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Catalan

A journey in search of the “soul” of four cities that have suffered to
unimaginable limits, and which today, with renewed faces, inspire
hope. A portrait of the transformation of Medellín, Sarajevo, Beirut
and Kigali and their people. Personal stories about conflict, yet
also about hope, getting over the past, and about the future
promise of a second opportunity for everyone.
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88 /

HDCAM /

General Audiences/
English /

Spanish /

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

PAQUITO FROM CUBA
PAQUITO EL DE CUBA

By Eduard Fisa

Written by Eduard Fisa
Cast
Produced by Bohio Produccions

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Spanish

The world of Paquito is being modernized, so he remains in
harmony with changes in Cuba and immersed in a growing
contradiction. He moves from the collective society to individuals.
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HD /

70 /

Dolby Digital/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

PEDALÓ
By Juan Palacios

Written by Juan Palacios
Cast Joseba Etxeberria , Eneko Baulazaran , Jon Lopez
Produced by Lapiscina
Sales Agent Contact producer
Adventure/

Biography/

Documentary/
Colour/

A young filmmaker travels back home to Basque Country to
follow three friends on a surreal nautical voyage. Riding a secondhand paddle boat, they pedal over 150km along the entire Basque
coast from Hendaia (French Basque Country) to Bilbao in an
attempt to rediscover their country's shoreline. However, as a
paddle boat is not made for the rough Basque sea, things don't go
as planned. The journey becomes a delirium with unforeseen
accidents, folkloric parties, hangovers, a shaman, a funeral…
Documenting the expedition of these “sailors” on his own, the
filmmaker finds himself on a parallel inner journey.
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72 /

HDTV /

Experimental/

General Audiences/

Español, Euskera

Documentary/
Dolby Stereo/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

PEMBA RETURNS TO GOLI
LA PEMBA TORNA A GOLI

By Josep Pérez

Written by Josep Pérez
Cast Pemba Chhoti Sherpa , Ang Mayai Sherpa , Ngwang Jigme
Sherpa
Biography/

Produced by Jopergon
Sales Agent Contact producer

Pemba, a Himalayan Sherpa, who has been living in Spain for nine
years, returns to her hometown, Goli, in the foothills of Mount
Everest, to visit her family and to show us the way people live in
one of the harshest and most remote places of the planet, through
ten people who live there: the farmer, the monk, the witch and the
mountain guide, among others....
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52 /

Documentary/

General Audiences/

English /

Spanish /

Education/
Dolby Stereo/

Catalan /

Nepali /

Documentary/
Colour/
Sherpa

HD /

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

PEZCAL
PEZCAL

By Pablo Briones

Written by Pablo Briones
Cast
Produced by Black Factory Cinema

Fiction/

Sales Agent Contact producer

HD /

Taking care of pigeons, going fishing, being friends... A day in the
life of Leonel and Antuán, two young boys living in the Cuban
countryside.
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Documentary/

Spanish

11 /

General Audiences/

Colour/

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

PICCOLO MONDO
MÓN PETIT

By Alessandro Focareta

Written by Alessandro Focareta
Cast
Produced by Black Factory Cinema

Experimental/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Entrance to an elementary school gives the director a pre-text to
reflect upon human values and the value of space in childhood.
The emerging imagery depicts how difficult it is for a grown up to
relate to the unpredictable world of children.
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HD /

Documentary/
Italian

5/

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

PILLS SEARCHING FOR ILLNESS
PASTILLA BUSCA MALALTIA

By Montse Armengou, Ricard Belis

Written by Montse Armengou
Ricard Belis
Cast
Produced by Televisió de Catalunya
Sales Agent Televisió de Catalunya

The unquestionable benefit that medication has had on
lengthening life spans and enhancing quality of life goes hand in
hand with a disproportionate rise in the use of medications, to such
an extent that in wealthy countries the illnesses associated with
them are the third cause of death, following hearts attack and
cancer.
The pharmaceutical industry is the main beneficiary of this
excessive consumption of medications. 'Disease mongering' - as
some call the lucrative business of encouraging ailments - has
broadened the range of illnesses and their respective remedies.
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Social/

Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

Catalan

75 /

Adults/

Dolby Stereo/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

PILOTS
By Josep Rovira

Written by Josep Rovira
Cast
Produced by Televisió de Catalunya
Sales Agent Contact producer

Every time you board a plane they are busy in the cockpit
preparing for the flight. Everyone knows their mission is to bring
the aircraft and passengers from one point to another in the safest
way possible, but no one knows their thoughts, their hobbies, their
mental preparation, what they think when there are turbulences
and delays or what comes to their minds when a plane crashes.
Fifteen professionals show their most human side in the
documentary Pilots.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

65 /

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Catalan

HD /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

POENA
By Nuria Aguado Roig, Alejandra Gómez Sarmiento

Written by Nuria Aguado Roig
Cast
Produced by Baddstories
Sales Agent Contact producer
Documentary/
Colour/

Poena is a feature documentary based on the life of Raquel, a
Spanish woman who committed suicide after 9 months in solitary
confinement. As the film goes further into comparing Southern
and Nordic countries, a hidden tragedy is revealed: the European
system not only forces people with mental disorders to be in
isolation, but also deprives them of the necessary treatment.
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Documentary/

HDCAM /

English /

70 /

+16 /

Spanish /

Dolby Stereo/
Catalan

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

POLITICS, INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL
POLÍTICA, MANUAL DE INSTRUCCIONES

By Fernando León de Aranoa

Written by Fernando León de Aranoa
Cast
Produced by Mediapro

Documentary/

Sales Agent Cinetic Media

Digital 5.1/

Spain, 2014. The economic crisis has left a landscape of social
cutbacks, unemployment and street protests. The political debate
has taken to the streets, “democracy” is the one of the most
searched words on Google. The government invites those
unhappy with the system to organize their own party and run for
election. A group of activists and university professors accepts the
challenge.
Politics, Instruction Manual is the story of how Podemos was built,
one of the most unexpected and dizzying political processes in
recent Spanish history. Filmed with privileged access, and over the
course of more than one year, this documentary bears witness to
a new, urgent and unknown approach to doing politics. And it
constitutes a practical manual about how to elaborate and
communicate a political project in only one year.
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Documentary/

Colour/

115 /

2D Digital /

General Audiences/

Spanish

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

SE POR ACASO
By Pedro Freire

Written by Pedre Freire
Cast
Produced by Black Factory Cinema
Sales Agent Contact producer
Comedy/
Colour/

In a small village in Cuba, an old man watches a film made 14
years ago. It's a film about teenage love, a boy with no mother and
child zombies.
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Documentary/
HD /

Spanish /

15 /

General Audiences/

Portuguese

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

PRIORAT
PRIORAT

By David Fernández de Castro

Written by Toni Orensanz
Santi Suárez
David Fernández de Castro
Cast

Documentary/

Documentary/

70 /

Produced by Lastor Media

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

English /

Sales Agent Dogwoof

Priorat. A region boasting 150 vineyards, high-end wines on top ten
lists and at fancy restaurants across the globe. But 30 years ago, it
had just 4 vineyards that were producing table wine. Eight
centuries of wine production were on the brink of extinction. How
is such a radical transformation possible?
A handful of pioneers came to Priorat in the early 80s. Seen as a
bunch of hippie upstarts, few of the remaining locals had
confidence in them. But they brought talent and perseverance and
the locals brought hard work and tenacity. This is the story of how,
together, they turned a declining area into one of the most vibrant
winemaking regions in the world, and found a future in their wine
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Catalan

HD /

General Audiences/
Spanish /

Documentary

Transmedia

Finished

c*

PROUD OF BEING FROM BAIX
ORGULL DE BAIX

By Isabel Fernàndez

Written by Isabel Fernàndez
Cast
Produced by Al Pati Produccions

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Orgull de Baix is a transmedia documentary project that creates a
multiplatform experience to help shed light on the environmental
treasure hidden in the region surrounding the city of Barcelona. A
generally unknown reserve of agricultural land that has survived
the constant pressures of the capital city's real estate sector and
continues to produce quality food that makes its way to the tables
of Barcelona's inhabitants each day. The project includes a
website with a web documentary, an interactive map and a series
of social media actions to raise awareness and promote
community participation.
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Documentary/

Catalan

90 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

PUPS
By Nuria Aguado Roig

Written by Nuria Aguado Roig
Cast Javier García Roche , Juanito Lee , Bengana Metralla
Produced by Baddstories
Sales Agent Gonella Productions
Documentary/
Colour/

Pups is a documentary based on the life of Javier García Roche, a
Spanish boxer and owner of a junkyard, who helps 3 young men (a
gipsy and two arabs) from impoverished neighborhoods in
Barcelona to overcome their struggles through boxing.
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B&W/

Documentary/
HD /

Spanish

30 /

+13 /

Dolby Stereo/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

RÊVE DE MOUSSE - FOAM DREAM
RÊVE DE MOUSSE - SOMNI D'ESCUMA

By Elena Molina

Written by Elena Molina
Cast
Produced by Cicely Films

Road Movie/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/
Catalan

Concarneau (France). Captain Jean Pierre Coïc and a group of local
fishermen from the association ‘Solidarité Pêche' decide to rescue
the neglected small fishing boat ‘Rêve de Mousse' - Foam Dream and give it a new life in Haiti where, due to lack of means, 90% of
local fishermen can't access the extraordinary potential of their
sea. Coïc finds four young Spanish volunteers with no sailing
experience who, full of hope and enthusiasm, undertake an
extraordinary, epic adventure that will take the ‘Rêve de Mousse'
across the ocean loaded with medical and fishing equipment. The
arrival in Haiti was a total shock; no one could have imagined this
ending for the boat.
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Documentary/
Colour/

HD /

90 /

General Audiences/

English /

Spanish /

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

REDEIRAS
By Violeta Gil, Laia G. Català, Maria Llinàs

Written by Violeta Gil
Laia G. Català
Maria Llinàs
Cast
Produced by Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Sales Agent Contact producer

Redeiras is a documentary portrait about three women who have
dedicated all their lives to repair fishing nets. The time passes in a
different way at the industrial unit where they work, surrounded by
an enourmous coppery nets sea.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Spanish

HD /

11 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Short Films

Upcoming

REFUGEES - BARCELONA, BEIRUT
REFUGIADES - BARCELONA, BEIRUT

By Dania Saliba Rodríguez

Written by Dania Saliba Rodríguez
Cast
Produced by Fractal 7

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Arabic

Jamila arrived in Spain through Morocco. She is one of the few
registered refugees in Spain, but she still does not receive any kind
of financial aid from any institution. This is the reason why she
depends on the help she is able to get from the mosques she visits
weekly.
Hanadi crossed the border to Lebanon during the night. As a
refugee, she is not allowed to work, so every morning she waits at
the NGOs' long queues in order to get any supplies they provide.
They both have a family to maintain. They both have escaped
from war. And they are both fighting for a dignified survival.
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HD /

15 /

+16 /

Dolby Stereo/

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

REST AREA
ÁREA DE DESCANSO

By Pilar Borrajo, Alejandra Cabello, Maria Bea, Andrés
Mechowski

Written by Pilar Borrajo
Alejandra Cabello
Maria Bea
Andrés Mechowski
Cast
Produced by UAB - Màster en Teoria i Pràctica del Documental
Creatiu
Sales Agent Contact producer

Tedium overcomes truck drivers in the rest area. Every so often,
they will speak with their wives using a hands-free phone system.
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Comedy/

Road Movie/

Documentary/

20 /

Colour/

Spanish

HD /

Social/

Documentary/

General Audiences/

Dolby Digital/

Documentary

Documentary TV Series

Upcoming

ROMAN ENGINEERING: AQUEDUCTS II
ENGINYERIA ROMANA: AQÜEDUCTES II

By Jose Antonio Muñiz

Written by Jose Antonio Muñiz
Cast
Produced by Digivision

Education/

Documentary/

55 /

Sales Agent Contact producer

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

Spanish

This documentary series describes the Romans' ability to accept
and assimilate knowledge, no matter where it came from, and
then, perfect it. The six episodes portray Rome's engineering feats
and the astuteness of its engineers in applying knowledge and
resources to the construction of prodigious structures that were
designed to link the vast territories of the empire, to control the
water supply and to build extraordinary cities.
Viewers will learn of a glorious past that will surprise and amaze
them, and will lead them to ask an unsettling question: how is it
possible that a resplendent empire with such an advanced, high
standard of living disappeared so abruptly?
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HD /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

SAN MAO AND THE OLIVE TREE
SAN MAO I L'OMBRA DE L'OLIVERA

By Marta Arribas, Ana Pérez

Written by Marta Arribas
Ana Pérez
Cast
Biography/

Produced by Ikiru Films
Sales Agent Croptv Canarias, SL

1970's. Famous Chinese writer San Mao lived a singular love story
with Spanish free diver José María Quero. They travelled to the
Spanish colony of Western Sahara, where San Mao chronicled her
day-to-day experiences in the desert. Her book “Stories from the
Sahara” became a best seller in Taiwan and in China, but her
romance with José María was suddenly disrupted when he lost his
life in a diving accident. Adding to this tragedy, some years later
San Mao took her own life in Taiwan, having reached the pinnacle
of her fame as a writer but unable to cope with the loss of her
lover. Though San Mao is one of the most popular and widely read
literary figures in the Chinese-speaking world, she remains
virtually unknown in the West.
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B&W/

Documentary/

2D Digital /

90 /

Spanish /

Dolby Digital/

Mandarin

Colour/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

SASHA
By Fèlix Colomer

Written by Fèlix Colomer
Cast
Produced by ESCAC Films
Sales Agent Contact producer
Documentary/

Sasha is an eight-year-old boy who lives in the Ukraine with his
mum and five siblings.
Their everyday life involves misery and poverty, and it is
complicated even further by the country's current war. Sasha
leaves the Ukraine in order to spend a summer with a Catalan
family in Catalonia. What he will find out, who he will meet, how he
will be affected by this experience and how he will live are the
questions that will arise throughout the film.
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Documentary/

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

Spanish /

Catalan /

HD /

53 /

General Audiences/

2D Digital /

Russian

English /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

SCORCHED EARTH
TERRA CREMADA

By Sílvia Quer

Written by Eduard Sola
Cast Ivan Benet , Maria Maroto , Francisco José Sarro
Produced by Setmàgic Audiovisual

History/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Digital 5.1/

We're in the early days of 1939. Miquel Serra i Pàmies is the
Deputy Secretary of PSUC and a minister of the Government of
Catalonia. Suddenly, orders arrive from Moscow: a scorched-earth
policy must be carried out in Barcelona before the imminent
arrival of the fascist army. Instead of carrying out his mission,
Miquel Serra focuses his last efforts to stop the communist plan.
When Franco's army reaches Barcelona, the soldiers find the city
intact. Serra has saved thousands of lives. Scorched Earth is a
documentary film that tells the story of Miquel Serra. His ordeal
was not only a slice of history, but also a paradigm of unwavering
ideological consistency, of sacrifice and love.
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Biography/
Colour/

Documentary/
Red One HD /

Documentary/
Catalan

90 /

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

SEARCHING TAHITI
BUSCANT TAHITÍ

By Joan Capdevila Garcia

Written by Joan Capdevila Garcia
Cast Pau Vidal Portillo , Hug Vilamala , Xevi Abril Vilamala
Produced by Tossa Bella

Musical/

Sales Agent Contact producer

General Audiences/

Documentary/

Documentary/

Dolby Stereo/

Català, castellà (possibilitat d'altres llengües) /
Bilingüe català-castellà

Since the ancient past, human beings have stood out for their
ability to adapt to different life situations, moving through the
whole territory of the planet if necessary.
''Searching Tahiti'' is a group of friends united by music that begin
a journey to the other side of the world, as did the old nomadic
societies, without knowing what the future may bring. The comfort
zone in which ''Searching Tahiti'' currently lives will not stop them
when trying to improve and grow personally, professionally and
emotionally. They will leave their families, friends and work for
some time and for many different reasons, but with a common
idea: to find a better and personal Tahiti.
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70 /

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

SEARCHING THE LOST FUTURE
EN BUSCA DEL FUTUR PERDUT

By Alfons Par, Lluís Quevedo

Written by Alfons Par
Lluís Quevedo
Cast Carlota Par , Eudald Carbonell , Luís Quevedo
Road Movie/

Produced by Turkana Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

Taking advantage of the fact that his niece Carlota does not know
what to do with her future, like so many young people today, Luís
decides to fulfil an old promise and invites her to accompany him
on his second adventure with the famous archaeologist Eudald
Carbonell. The three embark on an extraordinary journey into the
past that will bring them to travel four continents in search of the
keys that will open the doors of the future to humanity, and maybe
also to Carlota.
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Education/

General Audiences/

Documentary/

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

60 /
HD /

Spanish

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

SINGLED OUT
By Mariona Guiu, Ariadna Relea

Written by Ariadna Relea
Mariona Guiu
Cast
Produced by Suricata Stories
Sales Agent Contact producer

Social/

Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

Mandarin

Mariona, a 33-year-old Spanish woman living in Melbourne,
Australia, wonders why she is still single. More importantly, she
wants to understand why her relationship status prevents her from
fully enjoying her life. In an effort to explore the stigmatic effects
of spinsterhood, she decides to set off on a journey across the
globe, documenting the lives of four single women in four
different countries (Australia, China, Turkey and Spain). As she
embarks on the trip, it becomes clear that despite cultural
differences, singlism is a universal problem for women over thirty,
and that she is not alone.
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English /
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Adults/

Spanish /

Dolby Stereo/
Catalan /

Turkish /

Documentary

Feature Films
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SONGOKUMANIA: THE BIG BANG OF
MANGA
SONGOKUMANIA: EL BIG BANG DEL MANGA

By Oriol Estrada Rangil

Written by Oriol Estrada Rangil
Cast

Documentary/

Produced by Mamonaku Films

Colour/

Sales Agent Contact producer

The arrival of DragonBall on TV in the early 90s began a boom
never to be matched. With no Internet and travel to Japan within
reach of only a few, the ''songokumania'' spread like a real
hurricane. Two years later came the publication of the all-time
best-selling manga in our country. It's almost impossible not to
know the adventures of Son Goku and his friends (and enemies)...
However, few know the story of how the anime and the manga got
here, and how it would forever change the landscape of comics in
this country. A big bang that has some names attached to it and a
real army of fans who are still hungry for nostalgia and news.
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DVD /

Documentary/
HDTV /

63 /

English /

General Audiences/
Spanish

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

STREET NAME, PIRATE
STREET NAME, PIRATE (PSEUDÒNIM PIRATA)

By Patricio Castilla

Written by Patricio Castilla
Cast Kevin Gibson
Produced by Lluís Miñarro

Biography/

Sales Agent Eddie Saeta

HD /

Homeless yet always flamboyantly dressed; a man of numerous
monikers yet an absolutely singular character; Pirate, a.k.a.
Monarch, a.k.a. Kevin, lives in the streets. Or, as Pirate himself puts
it, he is a resident of Miami's South Beach “Sandominium”.
This funky film finds Pirate reflecting on his life adventures from
various street corners and parking lots, or while using the public
exercise equipment at Miami Beach.
Street Name, Pirate speaks of the alarming ease with which
individuals fall through the cracks of a supposedly affluent society.
But it is also a tribute to one man's formidable survival skills and
unrelenting ''joie de vivre''.
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Documentary/

English

21 /

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

SUÑOL, UN CRIT VALENT
By Francesc Escribano

Written by David Castillo
Cast Pere Arquillué
Produced by Minoria Absoluta
Sales Agent Contact producer
Documentary/

Suñol, un crit valent is a documentary produced by F.C. Barcelona
and made by Minoria Absoluta. It tells the story of Josep Suñol,
who was Barça's president for little over a year but had a great
effect on the club. This Catalan industrialist, owner of a sugar
business and a politician supporter of nationalism in the 1920's and
30's, transformed Barça from a simple sports club into an
institution playing a central role in Catalan life.
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Documentary/

52 /

Colour/

Catalan

Documentary

Documentary TV Series

Upcoming

SUPER COMMUTERS
TREBALLADORS EXTREMS

By Sara Gibbings

Written by Sara Gibbings
Cast
Produced by Padi Productions

Documentary/

Sales Agent Java Films

General Audiences/

Nobody likes getting stuck in traffic going to work but what if you
had to fly into space to service the space station? Or journey to
the center of the Earth to mine for gold?
Could you face the perils of the deepest oceans whilst
engineering oil rigs? Brave war zones to bring medical help? Or
undergo an hour long hike to the top of the world's tallest crane to
build a skyscraper?
This documentary series examines the fascinating lives of the
world's most extreme commuters.
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Documentary/

10x60 /

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

HD /

English

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

TARAJAL: DECONSTRUCTING IMPUNITY
AT THE SOUTHERN BORDER
TARAJAL: DESMUNTANT LA IMPUNITAT A LA FRONTERA SUD

By Xavier Artigas, Xapo Ortega

Written by Metromuster
Observatori DESC
Cast
Produced by Metromuster
Sales Agent Contact producer

The events that took place at the beach of El Tarajal in Ceuta
(Spain) in February 2014 - the killing by the border police of 15
people who were trying to reach the Spanish coast - are an
example of how the police force can violate the laws of its own
country and international conventions with total impunity. The
worst part is that this violation of human rights is protected by the
Spanish Ministry of Interior itself, which hinders any effective
action by the prosecution. For this reason, the civil society plays a
fundamental role in revealing the facts. This is where the figure of
collective complaints (DESC Observatory and the association
Coordinadora de Barrios) steps in.
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Social/

Documentary/

Colour/

HDCAM /

50 /

Spanish

+13 /

Dolby Stereo/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

TARRADELLAS, L'HOME QUE HO
GUARDAVA TOT
By Enric Canals

Written by Enric Canals
Cast
Produced by Optim TV
Sales Agent Contact producer

Tarradellas, l'home que ho guardava totloffers a journey through
the life of former President of the Government of Catalonia Josep
Tarradellas, drawing on the vast documentation held at the
Montserrat Tarradellas i Macià Archive in the Monastery of Poblet.
Part of the film's documentary content is based on previously
unpublished aspects of the life and political feats of Tarradellas,
which come from documents that were protected for fifteen years
after his death.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

60 /

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Catalan

HD /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

TERESA REBULL, UPROOTED SOUL
TERESA REBULL, ÀNIMA DESTERRADA

By Susanna Barranco

Written by Susanna Barranco
Cast
Produced by Cia. Susanna Barranco

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Teresa Rebull, Uprooted Soul is a documentary about politics and
art, yet also about exile and life. The film explores the figure of
Teresa Rebull from different angles: as a politician and activist, as
an artist, singer and painter, and also as a person. On one hand, the
documentary follows the way to exile, the difficulties of making an
escape and the hardships of an unwanted reality; and on the other
hand, her position as the grandmother of the Catalan “Nova
Cançó” artistic movement, her passion for painting and her
fortitude in life.
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60 /

HDCAM /

General Audiences/
Catalan

Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

c*

THE ARAB WORLD AND THE SPANISH
CIVIL WAR
EL MÓN ÀRAB I LA GUERRA CIVIL ESPANYOLA

By Marc Almodóvar, Andreu Rosés

Written by Marc Almodóvar
Andreu Rosés
Cast
Produced by Media 3.14
Sales Agent Java Films

During the Spanish Civil War, 80,000 Moroccans were recruited by
Franco's army. What few people know, even in Spain, is that
hundreds of volunteers from the Arab world fought against Franco
for the Republic. This film tells the story of these members of antiFascist brigades, who came mostly from Algeria.
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Documentary/
Spanish /
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Catalan /

+12/

Colour/

French

HD /

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

THE BALCELL’S CLAUSE
LA CLÁUSULA BALCELLS

By Pau Subirós

Written by Xavi Ayén
Pau Subirós
Cast
Produced by Batabat Produccions
Sales Agent Contact producer

The Balcell's Clause is a biographical documentary about Carmen
Balcells that explores her struggle to change the publishing
business' rules of play, her thirst for power and the birth of the
Latin American literary boom led by García Márquez and Vargas
Llosa. This documentary seeks to tell the incredible story of one of
the most important women in Spanish and world literature, a born
fighter who one day left her small home village (200 inhabitants)
to take on the world. We will interview famous writers such as
Vargas Llosa or Isabel Allende, and friends and acquaintances. We
also have exclusive access to the family, the agency archives, her
personal diaries and daily recordings.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

Colour/

Spanish /

HD /

60 /

Catalan

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

THE BRAVE CLASS
CLASSE VALENTA

By Víctor Alonso Berbel

Written by Borja Barrera Allué
Jan Matheu Montserrat
Víctor Alonso Berbel
Cast Adrià Olay , Meritxell Termes , Txema Escorsa

Experimental/

Documentary/

Documentary/

Produced by Compacto

Dolby Digital/

Colour/

HDCAM /

Sales Agent Contact producer

Precarious work or mini job. Gender-based violence or domestic
violence. Cheap dismissal or labour market flexibility. Same fact,
with a totally different way of understanding and communicating
it. We comprehend reality through an invisible and yet extremely
important filter: language. The Brave Class is an experiment with
political language that deconstructs all of its mechanisms.
Because knowing the rules of the game is the first step to winning
it.
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English /
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Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

c*

THE CITY OF TOURISTS
LA CIUTAT DELS TURISTES

By Isabel Fernàndez

Written by Isabel Fernàndez
Santi Trullenque
Cast
Documentary/

Produced by Al Pati Produccions
Sales Agent Contact producer

Barcelona is one of the top 10 destinations in the world. 30 million
tourists visited the city last year. It is also the first cruise port in
Europe. The 764 cruises that arrived to the city in 2014 were
carrying more than 2.300.000 people. The Catalan capital has
become a touristic phenomenon.The business figures are growing,
but the citizens' idyllic relationship with the visitors is becoming
complicated. Tourism growth has an effect that transforms the
city. Its character attracts visitors, but at the same time, the
growing number of tourists can cause Barcelona to lose its
character.
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Catalan

Documentary/

60 /

+12/

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

THE DEMISE OF ETA
LA FI D'ETA

By Justin Webster

Written by José Maria Izquierdo
Luis R Aizpeolea
Cast
Documentary/

Produced by Justin Webster Productions
Sales Agent Contact producer

From the socialisation of suffering to the peace in Euskadi. Ten
years of history told from the inside by its protagonists. A process
that started with several secret conversations in a Gipuzkoan farm
house and ended - after moments of euphoria, pain and crisis - in
an anti-terrorist campaign that involved both, the politicians and
the police. A campaign that meant the ending of ETA's violence,
an organisation that was growing more isolated every day due to
the Basque and the Spanish society's massive rejection and also
to the changes inside the world of radical nationalism.
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Spanish

Documentary/

90 /

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

c*

THE DISINHERITED
ELS DESHERETATS

By Laura Ferrés

Written by Laura Ferrés
Cast Pere Ferrés , Mari Álvarez
Produced by Inicia Films

Experimental/

Documentary/

18 /

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Digital/

Colour/

Spanish /

French

The Disinherited is a portrait of the filmmaker's father and it bears
witness to the end of the family's business. Pere Ferrés is a 53 year
old man who owns a bus company. The lack of money forces him
to organise bachelor parties during which customers destroy the
vehicle for fun. Pere is about to close the business, but not at any
price. After all, he is a man who writes the rules of his own world.
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HD /

General Audiences/
Catalan /

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

THE EARTH MASTERS
By Alba Sotorra

Written by Alba Sotorra
Cast
Produced by Loto Films
Sales Agent Contact producer
Documentary/
HD /

Humankind has few options when it comes to the big threats
posed by a heating planet. Defenders and opponents of
Geoengineering will confront us with the pros and cons of altering
the climate, causing in us internal conflicts that will appear when
we think about our future and the need to take action. Welcome
to the unknown realm of how to rescue a damaged planet!
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German /

Documentary/
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Digital 5.1/

Colour/

Documentary

Short Films
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THE ESCAPE OF THE 45
LA FUGA DE LOS 45

By Cristina Caamaño

Written by Cristina Caamaño
Carlos Fernández
Eduardo Ortiz
Javier Málaga
Arturo Aguilar

History/

Biography/

General Audiences/

Cast
Produced by UAB - Màster en Teoria i Pràctica del Documental
Creatiu
Sales Agent Contact producer

On June 2nd, 1978, a group of prisoners held in Barcelona's Model
Prison carried out one of the biggest escapes in Spanish prison
history. Almost 40 years later, José Antúnez Becerra, one of the
breakout's main protagonists, remembers what happened during
an event that, undoubtedly, marked a before and an after in his
life.
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Documentary/
Dolby Digital/

Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

21 /
Spanish

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

THE HUNT
A LA CAÇA

By Pere Soles, David Gimbernat Pérez

Written by Pere Soles
Cast
Produced by DDM Visual

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Digital 5.1/

Following the everyday life of a group of wild boar hunters in the
remote Valley of Llémena, we will unmask a conflict unknown to
many people: the way of life of city dwellers, (who are oblivious to
the reality of the natural environment that surrounds them),
makes them an enemy to the people who live in towns near the
woods. For them, the forest is not a place to preserve or a place
where to enjoy nature, but part of their way of life. A way of life
that clashes with the idealised vision of the forest that the majority
of the population has.
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Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

55 /

Catalan

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

THE LINE
By Marc Solé Montserrat

Written by Marc Solé Montserrat
Ariadna González Barrera
Héctor Herrero Cucalón
Isidro Monreal Ruestes
Cast
Produced by Càtedra de l'habitatge de la Universitat Rovira i
Virgili
Sales Agent Contact producer

The Line is a full-length documentary about homelessness and the
effects of the evictions, showing the reality of people who have
lived this situation as a result of the crisis, illnesses or several
situations (some of daily life) that have taken them being
homeless.
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Documentary/
Spanish /

Documentary/

Catalan

55 /

Colour/

English /

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

THE MAN WHO WANTED TO SEE IT ALL
L'HOME QUE HO VOLIA VEURE TOT

By Albert Albacete

Written by Albert Albacete
Cast
Produced by Loto Films

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

German /

On August 22nd, 1960, Heinz Stücke left Hövelhof (Germany) with
his bike and a tent. He was 20 years old. He said goodbye to his
family and friends and never came back... until now.
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HD /

80 /

English /

Dolby Stereo/
Catalan

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

THE ORIGINS OF MUSIC
ELS ORÍGENS DE LA MÚSICA

By Daniel B. Arvizu, Andrea Spalletti

Written by Shenny A. Madrigal
Cast
Produced by Daniel B. Arvizu
Sales Agent Contact producer

The Origins of Music explains the biological story of Human
Musicality. Through this journey, guided by four of the most
prestigious researchers in the field, we discover that music is not a
unified entity, but rather a collection of capabilities that in humans
have come together in a unique way.
Combining different cinematic languages, the movie examines the
influence that these musical traits have had in the shaping of our
species, their function in past and present societies, as well as
their correlation with other animals.
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Education/

Documentary/
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Colour/

HD /

English

Documentary

Feature Films
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THE OTHER MOVIES
LES ALTRES PEL·LÍCULES

By Daniel Garcia, Aurelio Medina

Written by Daniel Garcia
Aurelio Medina
Cast
History/

Produced by Colibrí Studio
Sales Agent Contact producer

In 1970, Dennis Hopper shot The Last Movie in Chinchero (Peru), a
lysergic tale about the possibility of an indigenous rebellion
against a Hollywood film crew. The film was too experimental for
the studios, so it has almost never been shown and Hopper
himself was banned from directing for a decade.
44 years later, two Spanish filmmakers arrive at Chinchero with the
intention of making a new film with the villagers about Hopper's
legacy.
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Documentary/

General Audiences/
Quechua

Documentary/

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

70 /
HD /

Spanish /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WALL
AL OTRO LADO DEL MURO

By Pau Ortiz

Written by Pau Ortiz
Cast
Produced by Intactes

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Spanish

Ale (18) and Rocio's (13) relationship is faced with the greatest
challenge possible when their mother is imprisoned under
dubious charges. They have to act as father and mother to their
two younger siblings.
Initially they promise to help each other and keep their family
together until their mother is released.
But as undocumented Honduran immigrants their right to live,
work and study in Mexico was already under threat.
And soon the prison wall that keeps their mother away gives rise
to other emotional barriers that prevent the brother and sister
from understanding each other.
Just as they start to lose hope the family's life takes an
unexpected twist.
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Documentary/

67 /

Colour/

HD /

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

THE RED STRING
EL HILO ROJO

By Xiaomei Espiro Rosselló

Written by Xiaomei Espiro Rosselló
Cast
Produced by Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Spanish

A portrait of Catalonia's Chinese community through the
experiences of four, second generation, young Chinese people
focusing on their cultural identity.
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HD /

18 /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

c*

THE SEVEN BOXES
LES SET CAIXES

By Carles Canet Estrany, Valentí Roda, David Fontseca

Written by Carles Canet Estrany
Dory Sontheimer
Cast
Documentary/

Produced by Grup Broadcaster
Sales Agent Contact producer

The documentary's narrator is Dory Sontheimer. This is her story:
as a Spanish native and pharmacist, her life took a sudden turn
when in 2002, her mother died and she discovered seven boxes
perfectly marked and neatly lined up inside a closet. They were
full of photographs, letters and family memories, and seemed to
form part of a puzzle, set up deliberately so that as she opened
them up, she would rebuild her origins - a story very different from
the one her parents had told her. Her family was Jewish and her
maternal and paternal grandparents, uncles, aunts, and cousins
were victims of the genocide committed by the Nazi regime.
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Digital 5.1/
Catalan

Documentary/

Colour/

55 /

2D Digital /

General Audiences/

English /

Spanish /

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

THE SUBSTANCE
LA SUBSTÀNCIA

By Lluis Galter

Written by Lluis Galter
Cast
Produced by Lastor Media

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Digital 5.1/

In 2010, a delegation from the company China Merchants Group
went to Cadaques, the iconic town on the Costa Brava in northern
Spain, internationally known as the place of refuge and inspiration
for the cult painter Salvador Dali. Their mission was to take notes
to build a replica of the ancient fishing village in China.
Six years later, Tingting, a young entrepreneur who lives in the city
of Xiamen and who has bought an apartment in Kadakaisi, the
Chinese replica of the village of Cadaques, decides to spend a
weekend there in order to disconnect from her day to day life in
the hustle and bustle of the city.
Thus begins The Substance, a documentary that rides between
the original and the replica, the reality and the dream, time and
memory, through the landscapes of Cadaques, Kadakaisi, Xiamen
and Cap de Creus...
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Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

85 /

Catalan /

General Audiences/
Mandarin

Documentary

Feature Films

Finished

c*

THE SUBVERSIVES
ELS SUBVERSIUS

By Miles Roston

Written by Miles Roston
Cast
Produced by Loto Films

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

HDCAM /

In 1977, Theo van Boven became the United Nations' Director of
Human Rights, a position that brought him face to face with the
diplomats of some of the most repressive dictatorships of the
20th century. Van Boven was the first to open the doors of the UN
to refugees and torture survivors from around the world, leading
to confrontations not only with Latin American dictators but also
the Reagan administration and the UN's Secretary-General.
Van Boven continued with his endeavors as a UN Relator against
torture, investigating the claims made in Spain in the mid 2000s.
This is the story of a man and of the human rights defenders who
inspired him in his fight against injustice.
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Documentary/

Spanish /

Catalan /

100 /
Dutch

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Finished

c*

THE WAR INNOCENTS
ELS INNOCENTS DE LES GUERRES

By Josep Cuní, David Fontseca

Written by IU Andrés
Cast
Produced by Grup Broadcaster

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Digital 5.1/

4 days with Josep Cuní at the Unicef camps in Iraq.
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Documentary/

Colour/

HD /

55 /

Catalan

General Audiences/

Documentary

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

TOLORIU (WORKING TITLE)
TOLORIU

By Patricia Ordaz

Written by Patricia Ordaz
Alberto Diana
Cast
Produced by Bohio Produccions
Sales Agent Contact producer

In Toloriu, a small town nestled in the Catalan Pyrenees, exists the
legend of Xipahuatzin, a princess, daughter of the Aztec emperor
Moctezuma brought here by a baron of these lands, companion of
Hernán Cortés. The princess had a son and a few years later, alone,
she died of cold and sorrow. Using the story told by the current
inhabitants of this land, this film explores the place where the
princess lived and talks about the human relationship we have
with the space we inhabit and the way we give it meaning.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

60 /

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Spanish /

HD /

General Audiences/
Catalan

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

c*

TRANSFORMAR EDUCANT
By Aïda Torrent Ciudad

Written by Aïda Torrent Ciudad
Camilo Villaverde
Cast
Produced by Camille Zonca
Sales Agent Contact producer

Social/

Documentary/

Dolby Stereo/

What does it mean to participate in youth activities today? Viewers
will find out through the experience of the central characters of
this film, representatives of three 3 different sectors and historical
moments of Catalan youth centres. They will take us along on
camping trips, we'll sneak in to see the meetings and we'll take
part in organising activities; and we'll go back in time to live the
memories of the oldest former members of these youth centres.
Transformar educant explores the role of the youth centre as a
tool for social transformation in connection with the local town,
the families and the community. This documentary reveals the
identity-based values of Catalan youth centres: the volunteers, the
participation, the secularity, free-time education... A portrayal of
the present with insight to the past, while anticipating the
challenges of the future.
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Colour/

49 /

General Audiences/

HD /

Catalan

Documentary

Short Films
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c*

TWO DREAMS LATER
DOS SUEÑOS DESPUÉS

By Pilar Monsell

Written by Pilar Monsell
Cast
Produced by Proxemica

Experimental/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Catalan

A few dreams, dozens of hotel rooms, an escape. A pine forest.
The contemporary ruins of an unfinished building. Some women's
backs, looking at the sea. A film that offers a reverse shot to the
happiness brought by Super 8 images, like the emptiness that
remains after a complex, two-way movement: that desire to
escape and the inability to leave behind that which stops us from
doing so.
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16mm /

General Audiences/

Super 8 /

Spanish /

Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

c*

VEUS CONTRA L'ESTIGMA
By Marta Espar

Written by Marta Espar
Cast
Produced by Media 3.14
Sales Agent Contact producer

An increasingly large group of people diagnosed with a mental
disorder is emerging from the closet and revolutionizing
healthcare structures and associations of patients and families.
This documentary brings the audience this new vision of mental
illness through close portrait of some pioneers who have taken
the floor - they have raised their voice against stigma.
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Documentary/

Documentary/

52 /

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Catalan

HD /

General Audiences/

Documentary

Documentary TV

Upcoming

c*

WE WERE NOT BORN TO BE REFUGEES
NO VAM NÉIXER REFUGIATS

By Claudio Zulian

Written by Claudio Zulian
Cast
Produced by Acteon

Documentary/

Documentary/

55 /

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Catalan

We were not born to be refugees is a documentary film that
explains the stories of several refugees before the catastrophe
that expelled them from their home countries. Lives, in general,
very similar to ours in terms of aspirations and rhythms. A
documentary point of view that we consider necessary, now, in
the middle of so much tension, when refugees need us the most.
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HD /
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Documentary

Short Films
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WE, THE BLACKS
NOSALTRES, ELS NEGRES

By Adrià Rodriguez, María Fernanda Borregales, Marina Siero,
Ana Román, Juan Manuel Ruales, Sebastián Tapia

Written by Adrià Rodriguez
María Fernanda Borregales
Marina Siero
Ana Román
Juan Manuel Ruales, Sebastián Tapia
Cast
Produced by UAB - Màster en Teoria i Pràctica del Documental
Creatiu
Sales Agent Contact producer

On 18th May 2016, a police officer recorded a nine second video in
which Sidil Moctar, a street seller, responded to a police attack in
the city of Barcelona. We, the Blacks, tries to disentangle those
images which feature the citizens' rejection, the police
prosecution, the racism, and the ongoing fight of the street sellers'
organisation that seeks to defend their dignity.
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Documentary/
Dolby Digital/

Documentary/
Colour/

HD /

16 /

General Audiences/

Spanish

Documentary

Short Films

Finished

c*

WHAT DOES NOT MAKE US DIFFERENT
EL QUE NO ENS FA DIFERENTS

By Albert Roig

Written by Albert Roig
Ànnia Gabarró
Ignasi Àvila
Josep Maria Lázaro
Mar Segura
Cast Alexandra Quinson , Iratxe Ortega , Joan Escolà
Produced by Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Sales Agent Contact producer

My name is Albert and I'm 22. When I was 18 months old I had a
liver transplant. This documentary has been my opportunity to
know other children who are going through the same as I did.
Alexandra (3), Iratxe (7), Joan (11) and Judith (16) have helped me
understand our condition in a different way. With them I've got to
know myself again.
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WHEN A DREAM COMES TRUE
By Ed Antoja

Written by Ed Antoja
Cast
Produced by La Diferencia
Sales Agent Contact producer
Experimental/

Documentary/

57 /

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

English /

Catalan

I'm Ed and I'm a nonconformist.
But I have not been as demanding with my dreams. I have
contented myself with making ads instead of movies and living
comfortably instead of doing whatever it takes to feel fulfilled.
Now I leave Barcelona to embark on a trip to the US: the country
where ''you can do it'' outweighs ''value what you have''; the
country where I always dreamed of making a movie.
I start on a path where I will meet people at different stages of the
pursuit of their dreams, to find out if a broken dream is better than
not trying. But I'm also afraid to fulfill my dream and continue with
the same feeling of dissatisfaction.
I'll find out soon enough.
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WHEN I AM DEAD
QUAN SERÉ MORT

By Jaume Ginestà

Written by Jaume Ginestà
Cast
Produced by Produccions El Videocassette

Biography/

Sales Agent Contact producer

General Audiences/
Catalan

Joan Riera started a sock factory in 1940 in Santa Coloma de
Farners. But he loved America, a continent he visited every year
and where he brought many bundles of the bank notes his
company earned. He never spent this money, he never owned
anything that could remotely seem luxurious... up to the point that
he lived in an old house from his parents where he did not even
have a shower. At the end of his life, with no wife and no kids, he
left all his fortune (43 million dollars) to Catalan Government. Riera
expected this gesture would earn him his town admiration.He
always repeated: ''When I'm dead, I'll be better known than in life''.
But the truth is that his figure is still uncomfortable.
But he loved America, a continent he visited every year and where
he brought many of the bank note bundles his company produced
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WILD CITY
CIUTAT SALVATGE

By Dani Sala

Written by Dani Sala
Cast
Produced by Lavinia Productora

Documentary/

Documentary/

56 /

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Catalan

In Barcelona, wild boars searching inside rubbish bins, aggressive
seagulls on the roofs or the disturbance caused by noisy parrots
are not unusual or extraordinary events. The documentary Wild
City explores an unprecedented phenomenon taking place in the
world's major cities: after centuries of human domain, the animals
are now invading the city.
Wild City approaches this hardly reversible animal invasion and
also highlights the role cities can play as hosts of species that
progress better in an urban environment. Good examples of this
are many migratory birds and a species which is critical for the
continuity of life one Earth: the bee.
Cities continue growing, welcoming new residents, both human
and animals. How can modern cities accommodate their new
residents? Can animals and people mutually benefit from this new
relationship? With Wild City the discussion begins.
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WIN!
By Justin Webster

Written by Justin Webster
Cast
Produced by Justin Webster Productions
Sales Agent Contact producer
Documentary/
English

Win! tells the story of the formation of the 20th Major League
Soccer (MLS) franchise in the run‐up to its inaugural season. When
the English Premier League's Manchester City teamed up with the
New York Yankees to create New York City FC, the first MLS team
in the five boroughs, the world was waiting to see the next
chapter in New York City's rich soccer history.
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WITHOUT FEAR
SENSE POR

By Claudio Zulian

Written by Claudio Zulian
Cast
Produced by Acteon

Documentary/

Documentary/

80 /

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

Spanish

During the years of the civil war in Guatemala (1960-1996) a group
of people were kidnapped and disappeared by the Guatemalan
army. Thanks to the report of the relatives of those people, in 2012
the Inter-American Court for Human Rights condemned the State
of Guatemala for these forced disappearances. Although it is only
a matter of 26 cases among 45.000 missing people, this is the first
time the State has been directly accused of these crimes. This
group of relatives requested and obteined, among many other
measures of compensation, the production of a documentary film
by the State. Without Fear is the result of this extraordinary
intuition. Until now the State has refused to obey this sentence, but
the relatives did not want to wait for longer.
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WITHOUT MUCH
AMB POC

By Anna Mitjà Comas

Written by Anna Mitjà Comas
Cast Korayma Rosa , Xènia Batista , Sorina Calu
Produced by Anna Mitjà Comas

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

General Audiences/
Spanish /

An artist who works outside the education system is awarded a
public grant to develop the workshop ''Cinema without much'' in a
public high school. When she realises the students have a highly
critical but silenced voice, she will question the role of art in the
education environment. Each voice will be represented through a
short film. It will not be easy, considering that is not always
possible to teach and make films simultaneously.
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WORKING WITH CARLOS SAURA
TREBALLANT AMB CARLOS SAURA

By Saura Medrano

Written by Saura Medrano
Cast
Produced by Diagonal Televisió

Documentary/

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

Spanish

An insight into the creative process of multi-faceted filmmaker
Carlos Saura as we are led by his son, and constant collaborator,
on an odyssey of projects under construction.
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YOGHURT UTOPIA
IOGURT UTOPIA

By Anna Thompson

Written by Anna Thompson
Cast
Produced by Massa D'Or Produccions

Documentary/

Sales Agent Contact producer

HD /

Yoghurt Utopia is the story of an idealist young doctor named
Cristobal Colon and his battle to bring to reality his radical vision
for the treatment of the severely handicapped, by incorporating
the idiosyncrasies of the patients into a successful business.
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